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A corridor
for growth.

FOREWORD

Crossrail to Ebbsfleet (C2E) is a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity for South East London, Kent and the wider 
Thames Estuary to unlock their growth potential. It is 
a high-impact scheme set to transform the economic 
geography of the London-North Kent corridor. And 
to do so affordably - at the fraction of the cost of a 
bespoke infrastructure intervention.

By extending Crossrail services to Ebbsfleet, C2E will 
complete a missing link in connectivity and underpin the 
major regeneration planned throughout the corridor - in 
areas long held back by poor transport connections. 

C2E will support up to 55,000 new, high-quality homes 
where they are needed most. And, with new commercial 
and industrial hubs being established from Bexley 
Riverside to Ebbsfleet Garden City, C2E will support up 
to 50,000 new jobs.

In 2008, when the decision was made to truncate 
Crossrail's south-east branch short of Ebbsfleet, it 
established a critical asymmetry in the Thames Estuary 
- excluding Kent and much of South East London 
from the Crossrail vision. That decision was made in a 
different political and economic context. Ten years on, 
and in the face of rising demand, it is time to revisit it.

The new 
station at 

Abbey Wood.

The Thames
Estuary.

Bexley's proposed new 
Place and Making Institute.

Artist's 
impression
of Ebbsfleet
Garden
City

Artist's impression of 
Dartford Town Centre
development.
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MIND 
THE GAP
Crossrail to Ebbsfleet (C2E) is 
a high-impact infrastructure 
scheme designed to realise the 
full value of Crossrail One. It will 
see the Elizabeth line extended 
to Ebbsfleet Garden City, 
completing the original vision of 
Crossrail as a corridor reaching 
across London and into 
three surrounding counties: 
Berkshire, Essex and Kent.

It is a modest intervention, but 
its benefits will be substantial, 
widely-felt, and many will be 
realised ahead of the railway’s
completion.

A MAJOR ASYMMETRY
The Elizabeth line showing 
station distance from zone 1.

the potential of C2E, the route 
was safeguarded for future 
extension. However, in 2008 the 
case for growth east of Abbey 
Wood was too uncertain to 
justify the potential performance 
challenges involved in extending 
the line towards Ebbsfleet. 
Consequently, the decision 
was taken to truncate the Kent 
branch of Crossrail at Abbey 
Wood. As a result, Bexley 
remains one of the only London 
boroughs not served by a single 
tube or tram stop.

The decision was an 
opportunity missed, but not lost. 
Since then, the C2E partnership 
has worked hard to answer the 
challenge:  developing technical 
solutions, and shifting the dial 
on the economic return with 
highly-ambitious development 
projects along the corridor. This 
has transformed the value case 
for C2E.

ANSWERING THE  
CHALLENGE
 
Crossrail's original vision was 
for the south-east branch to 
extend into Kent. Just as the 
north-east branch extends 
into Essex. But recognising 

A PROPORTIONATE 
FUNDING ASK

C2E represents a proportionate 
and timely funding ask. It is 
the right scale for the corridor: 
commensurate with the growth 
potential, and large enough 
to permanently disrupt the 
cycles of poor connectivity and 
economic under-performance 
that have held the corridor back.

C2E’s aim is to deliver the 
extension while achieving the 
best value for the tax payer. 
This means minimising the 
ask of Central Government, 
and maximising the use of 
local funding sources. This has 
created a dual ambition: to 
bring forward the best-value 
technical solution;  and to fund 
up to 50% of project costs from 
local sources - recognising the 

potential to pilot and harness 
land value uplift mechanisms 
from subdued land values in the 
area. 

THE C2E EXTENSION

BENEFITS FOR LONDON

For London, C2E will underpin 
the planned regeneration of 8km 
of Thames river-front - a unique 
development opportunity within 
the M25. 

In Bexley alone, C2E will help
accelerate 30,000 new homes 
across the borough, directly 
unlocking 16,000 of these. 
Along the whole route, C2E 
will help bring forward a total 
55,000 new homes. 

Alongside this, C2E will support 
Canary Wharf's ambitious
expansion - set to create up to 
80,000 new jobs, and keeping it 
at the heart of global finance.

BENEFITS FOR KENT
 
In Kent, C2E will establish a 
strategic interchange between 
High Speed One and Crossrail 
outside the M25,  providing a 
major economic stimulus for 
Dartford, Gravesend and the 
new garden city at Ebbsfleet. 
In doing so, C2E will also 
substantially improve access 
to Heathrow and London City 
airports, and - with HS2 - will 
deliver additional  connectivity 
between the South East, The 
Midlands and The North.

Without C2E, Kent will be 
the only county bordering 
London to not be served 

by Crossrail once Crossrail 
Two is complete.
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PRESSURE ON INFRASTRUCTURE

Demand for rail services in the C2E corridor 
has risen substantially in recent years reflecting 
the increasing population, with more commuter 
journeys being made by rail. This includes at 
Ebbsfleet, where uptake for HS1 to St Pancras 
has been extremely strong, meaning these 
services are now under pressure. 

But additional capacity cannot be provided by 
simply increasing frequencies without major 
changes to increase capacity at London termini. 

PRESSURE ON HOUSING 

London’s population is growing.  Limited 
affordability in North and West London has 
driven population growth in outer London 
boroughs,  especially in South and East 
London. This is further echoed within the C2E 
corridor with continued population flows from 
London to Kent.  

A recent study projecting house price pressures 
highlights (above) how the outer boroughs in 
the east of London are set to receive the most 
intense pressure on housing demand and 
affordability over the next decade.  

INCREASE IN STATION 
USE SINCE
2010

PROJECTED 
HOUSE PRICE 
PRESSURES

Recent years have seen 
significant economic growth 
in London’s eastern boroughs, 
driven by high house prices in 
West and North London and 
growing economic opportunities 
in the east of the city.  This has 

been facilitated by improved 
transport connections, such 
as the expansion of the DLR 
and London Overground. The 
Mayor of London’s London 
Plan recognises that much of 
the most significant growth 
in London over the coming 
decades will be in Outer 
London, in particular the east.  
The strategy identifies key 
opportunity areas in Bexley 
Riverside and Thamesmead 
- both of which will be 
transformed by C2E. But the 

potential does not stop there. 
Along its route, C2E offers some 
of the strongest development 
opportunities available in the 
South East, not least because 
of the unique brownfield 
opportunity.

Many of these sites have 
the key pre-development 
fundamentals in place, but lack 
connectivity needed to make 
development viable. 

BOOST FOR JOBS AND HOUSING 

Along the whole C2E corridor, C2E will help 
support up to 55,000 new homes for London 
and Kent, and help create nearly 50,000 jobs as 
the corridor's commercial hubs grow.

New housing will include an appropriate blend 
of densities and affordability. Most critically, 
it will be delivered where the housing need 
and population growth is greatest, and not 
where land is most often available remote from 
employment centres.  But it is vital that these 
new developments are designed with public 
transport at their heart. 

MEETING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES

C2E will act as a major investment multiplier, 
securing the scale of investment smaller 
transport interventions simply cannot deliver. 

It is the right scale for the corridor's need: 
reflecting historic underinvestment, poor 
connectivity, and the productivity shortfall 
within the corridor. And it is the right scale to 
make a long-term difference – permanently 
disrupting the cycles of poor connectivity and 
low opportunity that lead to economic under-
performance. 
 

POTENTIAL NEW 
JOBS AND
HOMES

GVA PER 
CAPITA

 
A CHANCE FOR 
REGENERATION
Plans are in place to regenerate 
large areas along the C2E route.  
In Bexley, the redevelopment of 
8km of Thames river-front and 
the wider borough will bring 
forward  30,000 new homes, 
and establish new employment 
and entrepreneurial hubs as 

springboards for local economic 
development.
 
But this is not just a London 
story. In 2016 Government 
launched the Thames Estuary 
Commission in recognition of 
both the potential and need 
within the Thames Estuary. 
Building on this, in February 
2017 the Mayor of London 
further highlighted the potential 

of the Thames Estuary as 
a corridor for the creative 
industries - key to the future UK 
economy. These industries are 
already thriving in London, and 
are set to create 1.2 million jobs 
across the UK economy during 
the next decade.
 

LONDON IS 
GROWING 
IN THE EAST
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LAND
VALUE 
CAPTURE

The C2E route directly connects 
three major opportunity areas: 
Bexley Riverside, Dartford Town 
Centre and Ebbsfleet Garden 
City. It will provide each with 
the high-frequency, east-west 
connection needed to spark 
development and meet future 
demand. 

All of these opportunities areas 
have been the subject of major 
planning and investment 
interest. And in many places 
development is already 
underway. 

But, for each, C2E represents a 
missing piece of the puzzle. 
Extending Crossrail will 
transform the scale of the 
housing and regeneration 
deliverable in each location.

BEXLEY 
RIVERSIDE

Bexley Riverside is one of
London’s most exciting 
development opportunities. 
With over 1,100 acres of under-
used industrial land along 8km 
of Thames river-front. 

The low profile of the industrial 
makeup, combined with 
low land prices, establish 
the conditions for major 
development if connectivity can 
be enhanced. 

DARTFORD TOWN
CENTRE

In Dartford, a major new 
residential community is being 
planned with potential for 5,000 
new homes around a revitalised 
town centre. 

This is in addition to the 
significant  development already 
consented.
 

SWANSCOMBE
PENINSULA

Within Ebbsfleet, Swanscombe 
Peninsula has unique potential 
for a major commercial 
development with direct 
connections to London, Kent 
and Channel Tunnel services. If 
the £3.5bn entertainment resort 
proposed for the peninsula is 
realised, it will represent a 
nationally-significant 
investment, a major new 
employer and act as a key 
trip generator for rail and road 
networks in the corridor. 

EBBSFLEET GARDEN 
CITY

In North Kent, Ebbsfleet is 
emerging as the UK’s first new 
garden city, delivering 15,000 
new homes for the area and 
establishing a major economic 
offer built around its new 
commercial zone.
 
Strengthening Ebbsfleet’s links 
to South East London and 
Canary Wharf will deliver a 
major stimulus to North Kent 
and Ebbsfleet's commercial 
zone. As well as for established 
economic hubs like Bluewater.

THREE KEY
GROWTH
AREAS

FURTHER AFIELD

C2E will help accelerate large-
scale growth plans across 
Kent, including at Ashford, 
the garden town at Otterpool, 
and as far as Folkestone. All of 
these will benefit from a faster, 
better connection with South 
East London, Canary Wharf 
and Heathrow via a seamless 
interchange at Ebbsfleet. 

HARNESSING 
LOW LAND VALUES

Land value in many of the 
C2E opportunity areas has 
been suppressed by the poor 
connections within the C2E 
corridor, and with London. The 
result is that significant areas of 
brownfield land currently have 
limited viability for development.

C2E will change this. Some 
areas that are currently poorly 
connected to London will 
become well under 20 minutes 
from Canary Wharf. And some 
will be under 20 minutes to 
Liverpool Street. 

This is a unique opportunity to 
harness the suppressed land 
value to help secure value for 
public investment - potentially 
through a development 
rights auction model, or by 
piloting new approaches to 
infrastructure funding. 

Opportunity areas 
identified in the
London Plan
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New homes in
 Ebbsfleet Garden City

The 
planned
Place and
Making
Institute 
in Bexley

New  business
space in Dartford

BEXLEY 
RIVERSIDE
Bexley Riverside is a strategic 
location within the Borough of 
Bexley, with major open spaces, 
waterscapes and lightly-utilised 
industrial land. 

Our aim is for Bexley Riverside 
to support and help spread 
London's growth by creating 
high-quality and vibrant 
communities, underpinned by 
new homes and places to work.

Our vision includes establishing 
a major, dedicated shared living 
and working neighbourhood, 
with over six million sq-ft of 
commercial and industrial 
space, alongside a substantial 
residential offer. 

As part of this, in Erith, we 
will deliver a major new 
neighbourhood on currently 
underutilised riverside - 
establishing 80 acres of mixed 
residential, industrial and 
commercial space. 

This will also enhance 
surrounding areas: improving 

the flow of people along the 
Thames Estuary, drawing them 
from Thamesmead, through 
Belvedere, into Erith and 
beyond into Kent. 

A NEW TYPE OF 
NEIGHBOURHOOD
Our aim is not just to create a 
new neighbourhood, but one 
that is lived in and used by 
residents in a different way.

There is growing demand for 
shared living and working 
spaces in U.S. cities, where co-
work and co-live facilities have 
gained significant momentum. 
We are seeing the same 
demand growing here.  

To accelerate this growth we will 
target entrepreneurial residents, 
including by adapting existing 
industrial architecture, and by 
creating a campus feeling within 
developments.

SUPPORTING 
55,000
NEW  
HOMES

AND
50,000
JOBS

EBBSFLEET
GARDEN CITY
Ebbsfleet Garden City is the 
UK’s first new garden city in 
a century, and an exciting 
addition to North Kent. The 
last 18 months has seen rapid 
expansion, with over 600 new 
homes started - towards a 
vision of 15,000 new homes.

Alongside this, Ebbsfleet will 
establish a major commercial 
offer for the C2E corridor - 
creating up to 30,000 new jobs 
in 45,000m² of commercial 
space.

To ensure the pace of 
delivery, the Ebbsfleet 
Development Corporation is 
investing substantially in local 
infrastructure, including £45 
million in improvements to the 
A2, and £30 million to upgrade 
electrical infrastructure as the 
garden city grows. 

DARTFORD
Dartford is experiencing 
unprecedented growth. 
Residentially, with current 
trends and infrastructure plans, 
Dartford will see an increase of 
59% in households between 
2006 and 2031. 

Commercially, the borough 
already hosts several high-
profile businesses, such as 
Bluewater and the Crossways 
Business Park -  there is 
strong commercial appetite 
for growth. But realisation of 
the town centre’s economic 
potential is stifled by poor-
quality rail services, and by 
road congestion which is 
seriously exacerbated by the 
lack of resilience at the Dartford 
Crossing.

There is now a major focus 
on unlocking the economic 
potential of Dartford’s town 
centre, and the cluster of 
services and industries within it.

C2E is at the heart of achieving 
this, delivering a major 
connectivity boost without 
relying on congested roads. In 
addition, C2E will help provide 
additional new homes, over and 
above the more than 17,000 
already planned. 

Projected
jobs and 
homes at 
Bexley Riverside

Projected jobs
and homes at 
Ebbsfleet

CELEBRATING OUR 
INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE

Bexley has a strong industrial 
heritage, having made a major 
contribution to British design 
and manufacturing. It is vital 
that the borough's future builds 
on this legacy.  That is why we 
have developed plans that put 
the 'Maker Movement' at the 
heart of our redevelopment.  

Bexley Riverside will be a 
unique hub where small, 
creative industries can establish 
and grow, including 3D Printing 
and artisan manufacturing. 
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TRAINS PER HOUR 
(morning peak)

JOURNEY TIME AND ANNUAL STATION USE (million journeys)

to increase significantly in the 
coming decade. Even limited 
economic growth in Kent, 
London and across the UK 
will combine to substantially 
intensify the demand on 
infrastructure in the C2E 
corridor. 
 
As a result, the corridor faces a 
widening capacity deficit, with 
an increasing economic cost. A 
strategic intervention is needed. 
  

REACHING THE LIMITS 
OF INCREMENTAL
IMPROVEMENTS 

The network capacity at key 
rail junctions into London is 
already exceeded, meaning 
slow running, poor reliability and 
a critical lack of resilience. 
 
With the roll-out of 12-car 
trains we will have reached the 
physical limit of what can be 
achieved with the existing rail 
infrastructure. New interventions 
are needed to keep the corridor 
moving and growing during the 
next decade.

ADDRESSING
POOR FREQUENCY

The North Kent Line is relatively 
poorly served, making the C2E 
corridor less attractive for 
development than comparable 
areas with more frequent train 
services

TACKLING POOR 
CONNECTIVITY 

At 52 minutes, Dartford has 
among the worst journey times 
into London of anywhere inside 
the M25. It is quicker to get 
to Peterborough from Central 
London – a journey of nearly 
90 miles – than it is to get to 

Dartford, a journey of just 19. 
When HS2 opens, it will be 
quicker to get to Birmingham.

In addition, Bexley is one of 
only two London boroughs not 
served by tube or tram. 

This poor connectivity is at the 
heart of why the C2E region 

has historically failed to fulfil its 
potential.  And is why, today, 
there exists a stark contrast 
between the C2E corridor and 
the productivity achieved in
directly-comparable areas with 
greater connectivity.

Increasing demand: train services
already suffer from overcrowding.

 Beyond current rolling stock 
and signal upgrades, meeting 
demand will require wholesale 

upgrade to infrastructure in 
the corridor, necessitating 

expensive upstream changes to 
London termini. C2E avoids this, 

delivering a once-in-a-generation 
boost to capacity without the 

need for changes to 
London termini. 

NO NEED FOR CHANGES 
TO LONDON TERMINI

MEETING
FUTURE 
DEMAND
 
The existing transport 
infrastructure in Kent and South 
East London is already under 
considerable pressure. In part, 
this is because economic 
growth in Kent and South 
East London is pushing the 
envelope of some of the oldest 
infrastructure anywhere in the 
UK.  But this pressure also 
demonstrates the growing 
population and demand. 
 
As a result, the network in 
South East London and Kent 
already suffers from significant 
congestion and overcrowding. 
Made worse by the complexity 
of the network that limits 
frequency and undermines 
resilience. 

WITHOUT INVESTMENT 
THIS WILL WORSEN

These pressures are projected 
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DRIVING 
MODAL 
SHIFT
The situation on the railways 
is echoed on the road 
network, where increasing 
car dependency is driven by 
the lack of public transport 
across the corridor. Many local 
journeys rely on the strategic 
road network: notably the A2 
and M25, adding to congestion 
at this key pinch point.

C2E will help shift a significant 
volume of local and commuter 
journeys onto rail, reducing 
this congestion.

AIR QUALITY
 
This heavy road utilisation also 
adds to the air quality challenge 
within the C2E corridor. But 
most acutely, the reliance 
on cars for journeys through 
the C2E corridor and on into 
London intensifies the 
congestion and air quality 
challenges in Central London. 
This can only be tackled at its 
source by enabling far more 
journeys into London to be 
undertaken by rail. 

A NATIONAL PINCH 
POINT

Congestion in the C2E corridor 
is particularly problematic 
because local traffic patterns 
here affect road-based trade 
with Europe, most of which is 
heavily dependent on the road 
network in the C2E corridor  
and across Kent.

Last  year  67% of UK road-
based trade with Europe 
travelled via the Dover Strait, 
creating a unique bottleneck at 
Dartford as freight from across 

Cars per resident
and % change 
since 1997

A STRATEGIC 
INTERCHANGE
OUTSIDE THE M25

With Ebbsfleet creating the link 
between HS1 and Crossrail, 
London and Kent will gain a 
major strategic interchange 
outside the M25. This will 
open up new routes within 
and between Kent and South 
East London. Some of which 
are currently not possible. For 
example, there is currently 
limited interchange between 
Southeastern High Speed and 
Metro services.
 
For London, the benefits include
enabling more people to 
access Eurostar in South East 
London via Ebbsfleet. And to 
reach destinations within Kent 
speedily via public transport.

For business travellers, 
interchanging between Crossrail 
and Eurostar at Ebbsfleet could 
cut journey times from Paris, 
or Brussels to Canary Wharf by 
more than 20 minutes, doing 
away with multiple changes in 
Central London.  

the UK converges. As a result, 
the Dartford area is a nationally-
significant choke point.  Around 
a million journeys a week cross 
the Dartford Crossing alone. 

New Thames crossings are a 
vital part of the solution. But 
these must be complemented 
by investment in rail if we are 
to avoid congestion from local 
traffic undermining bandwidth 
south of the Thames. 

Far right: Ebbsfleet International, 
scaled to be a major interchange.

Right: the Dartford 
Crossing - a

major national 
bottleneck 

Centre: Cars arriving at 
Heathrow - over 2 million car 

journeys were made between 
Kent and Heathrow in 2016

REDUCING 
CAR JOURNEYS 
TO HEATHROW

Around 2 million journeys 
were made between Kent and 
Heathrow last year. The vast 
majority of these were made 
by car via a long stretch of the 
M25. 

C2E will transform public 
transport access to Heathrow 
from Kent and South East 
London, providing Kent with its 
first direct link to the airport.

By establishing the interchange 
between Crossrail and HS1, 
Ebbsfleet will be able to act 
as a seamless link between 
Heathrow and towns across 
Kent.

THE MISSING
LINK IN
CONNECTIVITY
C2E completes a missing link in 
connectivity.  Better connecting 
Kent with South East London 
and, via HS2, onwards to the 
Midlands and North. 
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LAND
VALUE 
CAPTURE

THE
WAY
AHEAD

THE C2E
PARTNERSHIP

The C2E Programme offers an 
unmatched opportunity to 
harness land-value-uplift 
as a major component of 
infrastructure funding. This 
includes the potential to pilot 
new approaches to capturing 
this value. 

Current brownfield land within 
the C2E corridor has below-
average prices and poor 
connectivity. But this will be 
transformed by C2E. Many of 
these areas will become well 
under 20 minutes from Canary 
Wharf, and some areas less 
than 20 minutes direct to 
Liverpool Street.

Land that is currently low-
intensity industrial use will 
become prime development, 
at a scale difficult to match 
within the M25.

But making the most of 
the land value opportunity 
requires an early government 
commitment to C2E. Any 
delay risks reducing the 
land value available to be 
harnessed within the scheme. 

OUTLINE TIMETABLE

C2E aims is to deliver Crossrail 
services to Ebbsfleet by the mid 
2020s. The indicative timetable 
below sets out the four broad 
phases involved in extending 
services. 

Although Crossrail services are 
not likely to begin until at least 
the early 2020s, committing 
to extending services will 
have an immediate impact on 
regeneration in the C2E corridor 
- energising development, 
securing investor confidence 
and ensuring that new 
neighbourhoods are built with 
public transport at their heart. 

The C2E Partnership was 
established in 2016 to oversee 
work in support of the C2E 
extension. This includes 
detailed technical preperations, 
as well as wider developments 
that enhance the economic 
return of the scheme within 
its corridor and the Thames 
Estuary. 

The partnership brings together 
authorities from across London 
and Kent. In London, the 
partnership includes the Greater 
London Authority, Transport 
for London and the London 
Borough of Bexley. And in 
Kent: Kent County Council, 
Dartford Borough Council and  
Gravesham Borough Council. 
As well as the Ebbsfleet 
Development Corporation, and 
the Thames Gateway Kent 
Partnership.

SOBC DEVELOPMENT

In summer 2017, work 
commenced on the strategic 
outline business case (SOBC).  
Led by TfL, this work brings 
together technical experts from 
across the C2E Partnership 
to consider the best-value 
approach to extending Crossrail 
services. 

The SOBC will complete in 
summer 2018.

WIDER 
ENGAGEMENT

Ahead of the SOBC reporting, 
the C2E campaign is engaging 
with government decision 
makers and relevant businesses 
to shape the programme - 
helping ensure C2E delivers 
maximum benefit and value. 

The C2E Partnership is keen 
to engage with a wide range of 
partners. If you are interested in 
learning more about C2E, you 
can go to our website: 
c2ecampaign.com and email us 
at team@c2ecampaign.com

Or you can contact us directly 
at:

C2E Campaign
Civic Offices
Bexleyheath
London 
DA6 7AT

1615

GETTING IN 
TOUCH
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